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Monte Carlo simulations of the nucleation and growth process of colloidal particles
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We have examined the effect of the total initial monomer concentration and that of the monomer-monomer
attraction energy on the nucleation and growth process of colloidal particles using a reversible aggregation
model~Shih-Aksay-Kikuchi model! with the Monte Carlo method. We showed that the equilibrium monomer
concentrationce exhibited a peak with respect to the total initial monomer concentrationct . Furthermore, the
solution may be divided into three regimes with respect toct . In the first regime where the initial monomer
concentration was low, all monomers remained as individual monomers in the solution andce increased
linearly with ct . In the second regime where small clusters of monomers began to form,ce underwent a peak
with respect toct . In the third regime where large particles form,ce slowly decreased withct . Moreover, with
increasing monomer-monomer attraction energy, the peak ince moved to a lowerct and became sharper. The
equilibrium monomer concentration surrounding a particle with respect to particle size was shown to agree
with the Kelvin equation, indicating that the model can indeed capture the equilibrium solution physics
involving colloidal particles. The peak exhibited ince versusct was manifested as a peak in the monomer
concentration versus time under conditions where monomers were gradually fed to the solution. The present
simulation is a simulation model for illustrating a peaked solute concentration with respect to time first
proposed by LaMer and Dinegar. We further showed that the supersaturation peak in the monomer concentra-
tion versus time depended on the feeding rate. The peak height increased with an increasing feeding rate.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.021403 PACS number~s!: 82.70.Dd, 83.80.Hj, 81.10.Dn, 64.60.Qb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The widely accepted view of nucleation and growth
monodispersed colloidal particles in suspensions was
proposed by LaMer and Dinegar@1#. In their study of forma-
tion of monodispersed sulfur hydrosols by slow decompo
tion of dilute sodium thiosulfate in dilute hydrochloric aci
they observed the formation of monodispersed sulfur sols
spontaneous nucleation upon supersaturation followed
growth of particles. Because the decomposition of sodi
thiosulfate slowly released molecular sulfur in the solutio
they proposed that the sulfur concentration in the solut
with respect to time underwent three stages as shown in
1. In the early stage, i.e., stage I, the sulfur concentra
increased with time until the solution is supersaturated~stage
II ! where rapid nucleation occurred that reduced the deg
of supersaturation and the sulfur concentration exhibite
maximum. After the rapid nucleation stage, particles grew
molecular addition~stage III!. During stage III, the sulfur
concentration continued to decrease and eventually lev
off. While the idea of LaMer and Dinegar as outlined in F
1 has been widely accepted, the notion that particles grow
molecular addition after the nuclei are formed was later ch
lenged by numerous experimental observations that
denced aggregation during growth of particles@2–6#. To ac-
count for the aggregation aspect during particle grow
Bogush and Zukoski@7# developed an aggregative grow
model for the formation of colloidal silica particles@8# by
incorporating the interparticle Derjaguin-Landau-Verwe
Overbeek@7# interaction in the Smoluchowski aggregatio
equation. With the binary aggregation rate modified by
interparticle repulsion that increased with aggregate s
they were able to obtain a finite cluster size that grew w
time. Although Bogush and Zukoski’s aggregative grow
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model highlighted the aggregative aspect of colloidal parti
growth, the aggregation process in their model was irreve
ible. Once an aggregate was formed its size could not
reduced. Furthermore, there was no dissolution mechan
to allow aggregates to equilibrate with the surrounding so
tion nor could an irreversible aggregative model account
the fact that the silica particles formed were spherical t
required substantial restructuring in the aggregates. It is g
erally accepted that during the nucleation stage, embr
constantly form and dissolve. It is important that a model n
only allows aggregation but also dissolution. As far as
know, there have been no microscopic simulation mod
that predict the peaked solute concentration versus time

FIG. 1. A schematic of the sulfur concentration versus tim
replotted from Ref.@1#.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of a solution starting with randomly distributed monomers in a 90390 cell with ct50.111,E52kBT at ~a!
t50t, ~b! 5000t, ~c! 80 000t, ~d! 120 000t, and~e! 160 000t.
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posed by LaMer and Dinegar. Nor have there been mic
scopic nucleation and growth models that address both
gregation and dissolution simultaneously.

The purpose of this paper is to simulate with a Mon
Carlo method the nucleation and growth process of collo
particles using a reversible aggregation model that allo
aggregation, dissolution, and restructuring of aggregate
occur. Specifically, we would like to examine the nucleati
and growth processes at various concentrations and ener
conditions, and compare the solute concentration versus
with that proposed by LaMer and Dinegar. The model
used is the Shih-Aksay-Kikuchi~SAK! model @9,10# which
was initially developed to describe colloidal aggrega
formed with finite interparticle attraction energies@10,11#.
The model allowed colloidal particles and clusters to agg
gate via the cluster-cluster aggregation mechanism@12,13#
while taking into account the effect of a finite interpartic
attraction energy that allowed particles to unbind from
cluster. The combination of the aggregation feature and
finite interparticle interactions enabled the model to simul
a wide range of colloidal phenomena from aggregation, d
persion, to microphase separation. In earlier work, the mo
was used to study the effect of finite interparticle attract
energy on the fractal dimension of colloidal aggrega
@9–11#, and to study the effect of restructuring on the stru
ture of particulate networks@14,15#. Later, the model was
extended to study the stability of binary colloidal suspe
sions with depletion flocculation and depletion restabiliz
tion @16,17#, and heterogeneous aggregation@18#. Although
nucleation and growth have long been regarded as a the
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dynamically driven phenomenon, experiments revealed
aggregation occurred at least in the early stage of part
growth @2–7#. A model such as the SAK model that allow
both aggregation and relaxation by energetic considerat
can simulate both particle formation and dissolution, a
hence give a more accurate picture of the nucleation
growth process in colloidal suspensions.

II. MODEL

As discussed above, the formation of colloidal partic
involves aggregation. In what follows, we will refer to th
precipitating units that aggregate to form colloidal partic
as ‘‘monomers’’ that appear as dots in all figures. We refer
the resultant clusters as ‘‘clusters’’ or ‘‘particles’’ that ofte
appear as compact rounded clusters. We may use the t
‘‘clusters,’’ ‘‘particles,’’ or ‘‘colloidal particles’’ interchange-
ably. In principle, the monomers, i.e., the precipitating un
that aggregate to form colloidal particles may represent
individual molecules or atoms. However, this would requ
a large number of monomers that is beyond the present s
lation capability. For practicality, the monomers repres
microscopic or mesoscopic clusters of atoms or molecu
that further aggregate to form colloidal particles. The sim
lations were done in two dimensions on a square lattice.
convenience, we took the lattice constant of the underly
square lattice as unity. As we will show below, the tw
dimensional simulations were sufficient to illustrate t
physics involved.

Initially, N monomers were randomly distributed in a
FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of a solution starting with a square block of monomers in the center of a 90390 cell with ct50.111,E
52kBT at ~a! t50t, ~b! 5000t, ~c! 80 000t, ~d! 120 000t, and~e! 160 000t.
3-2
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF THE NUCLEATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 021403
Lx3Ly lattice. The total initial monomer concentration i
therefore, ct5N/(LxLy). After a time interval tD each
monomer moved to one of its empty neighboring sites r
domly to simulate diffusion. When a monomer moved ne
to another monomer or cluster, they formed a bigger clus
Meanwhile, clusters could also perform random walk a
whole. For a cluster ofm monomers, it attempted to move a
a whole by one lattice constant in one of the four directio
at random after each time intervalm21/2tD . The m21/2tD
stepping time for a cluster ofm monomers in two dimension
is chosen according to the Einstein relation that the diffus
coefficient is inversely proportional to the radius of the p
ticles. When a cluster was next to other clusters or mo
mers, they formed a bigger cluster. This cluster-cluster
gregation mechanism has been proven the preva
aggregation mechanism that governed the fractal dimen
of colloidal aggregates formed under highly attractive con
tions @19#. Meanwhile, between monomers, we considere
nearest-neighbor finite attraction energy,2E. BecauseE
was finite, the bonds between a monomer and its neigh

FIG. 4. ~a! The size of the biggest particle versus time, and~b!
the monomer concentration versus time atct50.111 in a 90390
cell with E52kBT, 3kBT, and 4kBT. The data points were ob
tained by averaging over 20 independent runs.
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within a cluster could break by thermal agitation. The pro
ability for a monomer to break the bonds with its neighbo
and move to one of its unoccupied neighboring sites at r
dom was determined by the Boltzmann fact
(1/tR)e2DE/kBT whereDE was the change in energy due
the move and 1/tR is the unbinding attempt frequency. No
that with a square underlying lattice, a monomer surroun
by four neighbors within a cluster could not break up with
neighbors because it did not have an unoccupied neighbo
site to move to after the breakup. Although the model is
discrete one, the consideration of the breakup of individ
monomers within a cluster permitted densification of clust
as well as dissolution. The former involved movements
monomers within a cluster to other parts of the cluster a
the latter involved movements of monomers within a clus
into the solution. As we will show below, the intermonom
attraction energy2E is related to the monomer solubility. A
large ~small! E corresponds to a small~large! solubility. For
example, many oxides, e.g., boehmite~AlOOH! become
more soluble in acidic conditions@20#. Therefore, for such
oxides, lowering thepH is equivalent to decreasingE. At
present, we did not consider the interaction energy betw
clusters. As indicated by the aggregative growth model@7#
large repulsion energy between large particles can pre
further aggregation between large particles. In the pres
study, we focused on the effects of monomer attraction
ergy ~i.e., solubility! and initial total monomer concentratio
on the nucleation and growth process. Effects of interclus
interactions will be studied in a separate publication.

During the simulations, the top and the bottom of t
simulation cell were connected by the periodic bound
conditions. The left and right sides of the simulation c
were hard walls, i.e., walls that were noninteractive to
monomers and clusters except that they were impenetrab
the monomers and clusters. The mixed boundary conditi
used here were designed for future study of the coating
precipitating species on a flat surface. Care has been take

FIG. 5. The equilibrium monomer concentrationce versus the
total monomer concentrationct in a 90390 cell with E52kBT,
3kBT, and 4kBT. The data points were obtained by averaging ov
the time period~50 000–200 000!t of three independent runs.
3-3
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FIG. 6. ~a! ce versusct , ~b! a snapshot in
regime I atct50.002,~c! a snapshot in regime II
at ct50.008, and~d! a snapshot in regime III a
ct50.16 for E53kBT. All the snapshots were
taken under the equilibrium condition att
5200 000t in a 90390 simulation cell. Also
shown in~a! were the results obtained from simu
lations cells with periodic boundary condition
~open triangles! in bothx andy directions. In~a!,
the results obtained both with the mixed boun
ary conditions and with periodic boundary cond
tions collapse on one curve, indicating that th
present simulation cell was large enough that t
mixed boundary conditions did not affect the r
sults.
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make sure that the simulation cell was large enough and
the hard-wall boundary conditions in thex direction did not
affect the results@see Figs. 6~a! and 8~a!#. Note that in prin-
ciple, the time constanttD for diffusion and the time con-
stant tR for the unbinding process could be different. F
convenience, we chosetD5tR5t, i.e., after every time in-
terval t every monomer in the solution attempted rando
walk once and every monomer in a cluster~particle! at-
tempted to unbind once.

III. RESULTS

To examine the nucleation and growth process, we sta
with N monomers in anL3L simulation cell, i.e., the tota
monomer concentrationct5N/L2. Note that most of the
simulations were performed on a 90390 cell except for very
low ct’s where we must use larger cells in order to ha
enough monomers in the cell. We allowed the simulations
run for a long time until the solutions reached equilibriu
by which we mean the final monomer concentration a
cluster size~or particle size! remained unchanged. Figure
shows temporal evolution of a solution ofct50.111 at t
50t ~a!, 5000t ~b!, 80 000t ~c!, 120 000t ~d!, and 160 000t
~e!. Notice that the snapshots shown in Figs. 2~d! and 2~e!
are more or less the same, indicating that the solution
reached the equilibrium condition byt5120 000t. To fur-
ther ensure that we have reached equilibrium in the sim
tions, we started simulations with monomers initially put in
square block at the center of the cell as shown in Fig. 3~a!.
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Figure 3~a! has the samect and the same attraction energy
Fig. 2~a!. The subsequent temporal evolution shown in Fi
3~a!–3~e!, snapshots takent50t ~a!, 5000t ~b!, 80 000t ~c!,
120 000t ~d!, and 160 000t ~e!, vividly illustrate the dissolu-
tion process. First the square block became rounded
monomers dissolved into the solution@Fig. 3~b!#. As more
monomers went into the solution smaller clusters form
@Fig. 3~c!#. Eventually, the clusters reached an equilibriu
size@Figs. 3~d! and 3~e!#. The solution shown in Figs. 2~a!–
2~e! had the same total number of monomers and the s
monomer attraction energy as that shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~e!.
By comparing Figs. 2~d!–2~e! and Figs. 3~d!–3~e!, one may
conclude that regardless of the difference in the initial co
figurations, the two solutions reached the same final confi
rations. This further indicates that the present reversible
gregation model is indeed capable of reaching equilibri
conditions. In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, we respectively show the
biggest particle size~or the biggest cluster size! versus time
and the monomer concentration versus time of a solution
ct50.111 withE52kBT, 3kBT, and 4kBT. The data points
shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! were averaged over 20 indepe
dent runs. It is clear that both the particle sizes and
monomer concentrations reached equilibrium values. T
equilibrium particle size was smaller and the equilibriu
monomer concentration higher with decreasedE. Particle
size also increased more slowly with decreasedE.

In Fig. 5, we show the equilibrium monomer concentr
tion ce versus the total monomer concentrationct for E
52kBT, and 3kBT, and 4kBT. The data points shown in Fig
3-4
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FIG. 7. ~a! ce versusct , ~b! a snapshot in
regime I atct50.002,~c! a snapshot in regime II
at ct50.05, and~d! snapshot in regime III atct

50.16 for E52kBT. All the snapshots were
taken under the equilibrium condition att
5200 000t in a 90390 simulation cell.
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5 were obtained by averaging over the time period~50 000–
200 000!t of three independent runs. Notice that the equil
rium monomer concentration exhibited a peak with resp
to the total monomer concentration. Moreover, the peak
came more prominent with increasingE and the peak also
moved to a lowerct .

For a givenct , we also performed simulations by initiall
putting all the monomers in the square block at the cente
the cell similar to what was shown in Fig. 3~a! and allowed
the system to equilibrate. The equilibrium monomer conc
tration ce versusct obtained from such dissolution simula
tions were the same as those shown in Fig. 5. The fi
equilibrium snapshots obtained from dissolution simulatio
were also similar to those formed from initial solutions. E
amination of the final equilibrium snapshots revealed t
each of the three curves shown in Fig. 5 might be divid
into three regimes. Figure 6~a! is the ce versusct for E
53kBT shown in Fig. 5 and the three regimes are mark
with I, II, and III. Typical equilibrium snapshots att
5200 000t obtained in regimes I, II, and III are shown i
Figs. 6~b!–6~d!, respectively. Figure 6~b! obtained atct
50.002 in regime I shows that most of the monomers
mained as individual monomers in regime I. The equilibriu
monomer concentrationce was linear withct ~not shown!,
indicating the solution is below the solubility limit. Figur
6~c! obtained in regime II atct50.008 shows that in regime
II small clusters emerged, indicating that the solution w
above the solubility limit~i.e., supersaturated!. Meanwhile,
the small clusters shown in Fig. 6~c! were unstable; they
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constantly changed shape, dissolved, and reformed as
pected of the nucleation stage. Figure 6~d! obtained in re-
gime III at ct50.16 shows that a big rounded particle was
equilibrium with monomers and small clusters in the so
tions.

For comparison, Fig. 7~a! shows the three regimes in th
ce versusct for E52kBT and Figs. 7~b!–~d!, respectively,
show the corresponding equilibrium snapshots obtained
regimes I, II, and III obtained att5200 000t. Compared to
Figs. 6~a!–~d!, the solutions withE52kBT had a higher
solubility limit. Therefore, regime II occurred at higher co
centrations@Fig. 7~a!#. The size of the small clusters show
in Fig. 7~c! was also larger than that of those shown in F
6~c!. In regime III @Fig. 7~d!#, the solution consisted of indi
vidual monomers, small clusters, and larger clusters of v
ous sizes. The higher solubility atE52kBT is apparent when
comparing Figs. 7~c!–~d! to Figs. 6~c!–~d!.

Figure 8~a! shows the three regimes in thece versusct

plot for E54kBT and Figs. 8~b!–~d! show the equilibrium
snapshots obtained att5200 000t in regimes I, II, and III,
respectively. Compared to solutions withE52kBT and
3kBT, the solutions withE54kBT exhibited a lower solu-
bility limit and small clusters began to appear at a lowerct
@Fig. 8~a!#. Note that the cell size of Fig. 8~b! was 180
3180, four times larger than that of Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!,
which was 90390. Because the solubility was much lower
E54kBT, it was necessary to have larger cells to obta
solutions in regime I. Therefore, the higher number of in
3-5
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FIG. 8. ~a! ce versusct , ~b! a snapshot in
regime I atct5231024 obtained in a 1803180
simulation cell,~c! a snapshot in regime II atct

50.002 obtained in a 90390 simulation cell, and
~d! a snapshot in regime III atct50.16 obtained
in a 90390 simulation cell forE54kBT. All the
snapshots were taken under the equilibrium co
dition at t5200 000t. Also shown in~a! were the
results obtained from simulations cells with per
odic boundary conditions~open triangles! in both
x and y directions and from different simulation
cell sizes, 1803180 ~filled circle! and 60360
~open circle!. The results obtained with the mixe
boundary conditions, with periodic boundar
conditions, and with different cell sizes all co
lapse on one curve, indicating that the prese
simulation cell was large enough that the mixe
boundary conditions did not affect the results.
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vidual monomers in Fig. 8~b! does not imply a higher mono
mer concentration because the actual cell size was lar
Instead, the actual monomer concentrations were as i
cated in Fig. 8~a!.

To make sure that the simulation cell size and the bou

FIG. 9. ln@ce(r)#2ln@ce,o# versus 1/r for E54kBT, wherece,o is
the bulk equilibrium monomer concentration andr is the radius of
the particles as defined in the text. The data points were obtaine
averaging over the time period~50 000–200 000!t of three indepen-
dent runs.
02140
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ary conditions are adequate, we also included some res
from larger simulation cells and from cells with period
boundary conditions in thece versusct plot in both Figs.
6~a! and 8~a! at higher total monomer concentrations whe
inadequate cell sizes and the mixed boundary conditi
could give different results. In both Figs. 6~a! and 8~a!, the
open triangles were results from simulations with the sa
cell size but with periodic boundary conditions. In Fig. 8~a!,
at ct50.045, results from simulation cells of 60360 and
1803180 were also shown for comparison. Clearly, larg
cell sizes and periodic boundary conditions did not give d
ferent equilibrium monomer concentrations, indicating th
indeed the cell size we chose was large enough that ne
the hard walls nor the cell size affected the results.

Notice that in regime II, the size of the smaller cluste
shown in Fig. 8~c! was smaller than those shown in Fig. 6~c!
for E53kBT and in Fig. 7~c! for E52kBT. Meanwhile, no-
tice that in Fig. 8~d!, the solution was dominated by one b
round particle~cluster! in equilibrium with a few individual
monomers. Notably, there were no smaller clusters. Un
such conditions, the equilibrium monomer concentrat
may be related to the size of the dominant particle~cluster!
in the cell and that the slow decrease of the equilibriu
monomer concentration with an increasingct may be a result
of the increased size of the dominant particle.

According to the Kelvin equation the equilibrium conce
tration ce(r ) of a solution containing particles of radiusr is
related tor as

by
3-6
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ce~r !

ce,o
5expS 2s

kBT

1

r D
wherece,o is the equilibrium bulk solution concentration,s
the surface tension of a flat interface between the solid
the solvent. To examine this, in Fig. 9 we plot ln@ce(r)#
2ln@ce,o# versus 1/r where ce,o was approximated as th
equilibrium monomer concentration with the largest p
ticles, andr was approximated asr >ANp/2 with Np being
the number of monomers contained in the particle. The d
points shown in Fig. 9 were obtained by averaging over
time period~50 000–200 000!t of three independent runs. I
the solution was truly dominated by one big particle and
Kelvin effect was at work, the plot in Fig. 9 should be line
with a slope equal to 2s/kBT. With the square underlying
lattice whose lattice constant being unity, the surface ene
of a flat solid-solvent interface isE/2 at 0 K. For E
54kBT, the 0 K surface energy is thus 2kBT. While the
surface tensions at temperatureT was not exactly the sam

FIG. 10. ~a! ce,o and width of region II versusE, ~b! (ce,max

2ce,o)/ce,o and largest particle size versusE wherece,o is the bulk
saturation monomer concentration taken as the solubility,ce,max is
the peak equilibrium in region II, (ce,max2ce,o)/ce,o represents the
degree of supersaturation, and the width of region II is as define
the text.
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as the surface energy at 0 K, it was reasonable to expects to
be close to the 0 K surface energy@21#, which is 2kBT in the
present case. Thus, 2s/kBT is expected to be about 4. In Fig
9, ln@ce(r)#2ln@ce,o# versus 1/r was indeed linear with a slop
about 4, indicating that the solution withE54kBT was
dominated by one big particle and the slow decease in
equilibrium monomer concentration with respect toct was a
manifestation of the Kelvin effect as a result of the increas
size of the dominant particle with an increasingct in regime
III of E54kBT. This further illustrates that the present r
versible aggregation model not only has the aggregation
ture observed in many nucleation and growth studies but
is capable of displaying various equilibrium phenomena.

In regimes III ofE53kBT andE52kBT @see Figs. 6~d!
and 7~d!#, in addition to the dominant particle~or cluster!,
smaller clusters also existed in the solution. This is es
cially apparent in the snapshot shown in Fig. 7~d! for E
52kBT. Unlike regime III ofE54kBT, particles of various
sizes coexist in regime III ofE52kBT and 3kBT. More than
one particle size can contribute to enhance the equilibr
monomer concentration. Consequently, unlike that in reg
III of E54kBT, the equilibrium monomer concentratio
cannot be fitted to a dominant particle size in regime III
E52kBT and 3kBT.

For a givenE, the solubility may be approximated a
ce,o , the saturated equilibrium monomer concentration at
highestctot and the degree of supersaturation may be defi
as (ce,max2ce,o)/ce,o wherece,max is the peak monomer con
centration in region II. The width of region II may be define
as the width between the two total concentrations wherece is
half of ce,max. To summarize the effect ofE on the solubility,
the degree of supersaturation, the width of region II, a
particle size, we plotce,o and width of region II versusE in
a semilogarithmic plot in Fig. 10~a!, and (ce,max2ce,max)/ce,o
and largest particle size versusE in Fig. 10~b!. It can be seen

in

FIG. 11. The monomer concentration versus time with a mo
mer feeding rate of 5 monomers per 20t. The final total monomer
concentration was 0.123. All the data points were obtained by
eraging 20 independent runs withE53kBT in a 90390 simulation
cell.
3-7
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CHIA-YI YANG, WAN Y. SHIH, AND WEI-HENG SHIH PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 021403
that the solubility decreases roughly exponentially with
increasingE. Meanwhile, as the solubility decreases with
increasingE, so does the width of region II. On the oth
hand, Fig. 10~b! shows that the degree of supersaturat
increases with an increasingE and the largest particle siz
also increases with an increasingE.

Note that a peakedce with respect toct looks similar that
of the sulfur concentration versus time schematically sho
in Fig. 1. In the sulfur hydrosols, molecular sulfur was d
rived by the decomposition of sodium thiosulfate. The to
sulfur concentration may be thought to be proportional
time and the time axis in Fig. 1 may correspond to thect axis
in Figs. 5 and 6–8~a!. Although Fig. 1 has long been postu
lated, no direct observations of such a curve have been m
experimentally or by simulations. The curves shown in Fi
5 and 6–8~a! were the first simulation results that bear t
resemblance of Fig. 1.

To examine the relationship between the peak in thece
versusct observed in the simulations and that in the cur
shown in Fig. 1, we have also performed simulations w
gradual monomer addition. Experimentally, gradual mo

FIG. 12. ~a! The monomer concentration versus time, and~b!
the monomer concentration versus the correspondingct for various
monomer feeding rates withE53kBT. All the data points were
obtained by averaging over 20 independent runs.
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mer addition may be realized by adding the monomers d
by drop or by slow release by chemical reactions such as
described in Ref.@1#. The resultant monomer concentratio
versus t with a feeding rate of 5 monomers per 20t was
summarized in Fig. 11 wheret denotes the time. The fina
total monomer concentration was 0.123 andE53kBT. No-
tice that similar to Fig. 1, the curve shown in Fig. 11 exhi
ited a peak in monomer concentration versust. Note that the
present simulation model is the first to generate a pea
solute concentration versus time as first proposed by La
and Dinegar. The main reason that the present model
generate such peaked solute concentration versus time d
nucleation and growth of particles is that it allows both a
gregation and dissolution. With gradual addition, the to
concentration increases with time. For a givent, the corre-
spondingct is also labeled at the top of Fig. 11. Clearly, th
peak in monomer concentration versust directly translates
into a peak ince versus the corresponding total monom
concentrationct . Indeed, the peak ince versusct can mani-
fest as a peak ince versust with gradual addition of mono-
mers. However, the degree of supersaturation can vary
the feeding rate. The effect of the feeding rate on the deg
of supersaturation is summarized in Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!
where monomer concentration versust and monomer con-
centration versus the correspondingct are plotted for various
feeding rates, respectively. Note that the supersaturation p
became more prominent as the feeding rate was increas

IV. CONCLUSION

We have examined the nucleation and growth proces
colloidal particles using a reversible aggregation mo
~SAK model! with Monte Carlo simulations in two dimen
sions. The cluster-cluster aggregation mechanism, the pr
lent aggregation mechanism in colloids, was the main agg
gation mechanism in the model that allowed particles
nucleate and form. The monomer-unbinding process allow
dissolution to occur as well as particles to restructure a
densify. Specifically, we examined the effect of the init
monomer concentration and that of the monomer-mono
attraction energy on the nucleation and growth of colloid
particles over a wide range of solution conditions. W
showed that the equilibrium monomer concentration in so
tion ce exhibited a peak with respect to the initial monom
concentrationct and the solution may be divided in thre
regimes with respect toct . In the first regime where the
initial monomer concentration was low, the solutions we
below the solubility limit. All the monomers remained a
individual monomers in the solution and the equilibriu
monomer concentration increased linearly with the init
monomer concentration. In the second regime where the
lution was supersaturated, small clusters of monomers be
to occur while the equilibrium monomer concentration u
derwent a peak with respect to the initial monomer conc
tration. In the third regime, large particles form and the eq
librium monomer concentration slowly decreased with t
initial monomer concentration. Moreover, the onset of nuc
ation regime, i.e., the second regime, occurred at a lowect
3-8
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while the peak ince decreased with increasing monome
monomer attraction energy~i.e., reduced solubility!. The
peak exhibited in the equilibrium monomer concentrat
versus the initial monomer concentration was manifested
a peak in the monomer concentration in solution with resp
to time when monomers were gradually added to the solu
and the peak height was enhanced by an increasing fee
rate. That the solute concentration peaks with respect to
during the nucleation and growth of colloidal particles whe
the solute is constantly fed to the solution has long b
proposed by LaMer and Dinegar. The present simulati
were the first to illustrate such behavior. The reason that
present model can generate such peaked solute concent
n
-
o

ce

A

rr

ci.

s.
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versus time is that it allows both aggregation and dissoluti
We further showed that the supersaturation peak with t
decreased and eventually diminished as the feeding rate
creased. The equilibrium monomer concentration surrou
ing a particle was shown to follow the Kelvin equation wi
respect to particle size, further indicating that the pres
model also captured the correct physics of a solution in
final regime of nucleation and growth.
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